Report on the activities of the Research Committee 2015

1. The Committee evaluated 31 applications (20 for the clinical and 11 for the laboratory prize).

2. The EANS Research Course was developed together with the Young Neurosurgeons Committee in San Sebastian and integrated in their annual meeting.

During the last five years, we have dealt with different situations,

1. The European Research Course, although it had a great quality level, had evolved into a very practical workshop, and had very good feedback from the attendees, had difficulties to recruit students. Different formulas were tried, including having the course as a standalone, linking it to the Training Course, or linking it to the Young Neurosurgeons Committee meeting. Although I think the second formula would be the best, integrating the course in the training course syllabus, the third was the one in which we most succeeded. Also, the syllabus of the course could be published.

2. Creating a registry of European research, dedicated to clinical trials in neurosurgery. This initiative was finally taken by Professor Hutchinson and endorsed by the Committee.

3. The Aesculap prize. It has been regularly awarded by the Research Committee, with two prizes yearly. Due to the burden of reviewing all the entries (usually more than 30), it was decided to review them by groups of pairs and cross check for the two finalists in each prize. I feel it should be intended to award unpublished work, and the manuscript be published in Acta Neurochirurgica, since the prize is given to work published elsewhere.

4. We tried to increase the awareness among neurosurgeons to apply for European research grants, but we realized the initiative is very individual for each researcher. We also started to make lobby through the European Brain Council to increase the number of topics related to neurosurgery in the European calls.
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